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A person's behavior and experiences can be described at different levels of abstraction. For example, a person might be described as charitable, asgenerous, as kind, or as good. Is there a level in such
a trait hierarchy that is particularly useful in personality descriptions? The present 4 studies show
that there is indeed a general preference for a particular level; the size of this preference depends on
the familiarityand likabilityof the target people, which included various others and the self. These
findings suggest that in trait hierarchies, people prefer the highest level of abstraction that is still
descriptive of behavior (e.g., kind) over more descriptive subordinate levels (e.g., charitable and
generous) and over an even broader level devoid of descriptive meaning (e.g.,good). This level is
basic in that it represents the optimal resolution of the trade-off between bandwidth and fidelity
that characterizes all hierarchies.

(i.e., human artifacts and biological categories), Rosch et al.
(1976) demonstrated that the basic level is the broadest level at
which categories still have a high degree of fidelity. For example,
compared with categories at the superordinate level, members
o f basic-level categories possess many common attributes, are
used in the same way, are similar in shape, and can be identified
in terms of one average shape.
In addition to object hierarchies, basic levels have also been
identified for personality-type nouns, such as patron of the arts
and comic joker (Cantor & Mischel, 1979), and for categories o f
events, such as meals, shopping, and school activities (Rifkin,
1985). However, the basic level has not been investigated in
personality-trait hierarchies, probably because trait hierarchies,
such as Eysenck's (1947) hierarchical model o f extraversion,
have not been based on explicit and consensual measures of
hierarchical class inclusion. Recently, Hampson, John, and
Goldberg (1986) developed a class-inclusion test for trait concepts and applied this test to a variety of potential trait hierarchies. The availability o f empirically verified personality-trait
hierarchies made possible the present search for their basic
level.

In general, the usefulness o f a category depends on two opposing goals: achieving broad bandwidth versus achieving high
fidelity (Cronbach & Gleser, 1957). On the one hand, subordinate (narrow) categories (e.g., poodle) have high fidelity and
diagnostic value for specific instances because they include
highly similar exemplars (Murphy, 1982). However, many subordinate categories are needed to represent a given domain. On
the other hand, more inclusive categories (e.g, animal) apply to
a much wider range o f instances; because relatively few superordinate categories are required to represent the domain, the
superordinate level is more efficient. However, superordinate
categories include fewer highly prototypical exemplars than do
subordinate ones and thus sacrifice fidelity in favor o f bandwidth. As A. Tversky (1977, p. 349) demonstrated formally, the
level o f categorization selected for any particular task represents a compromise between these goals. Which level represents the optimal compromise between bandwidth and fidelity?
For many categories o f objects and living things, one level has
been found to be particularly useful and informative; consequently that level has come to be referred to as "basic" (Brown,
1958; Cantor & Mischel, 1979; Rifkin, 1985; Rosch, Mervis,
Gray, Johnson, & Boyes-Braem, 1976; B. Tversky & Hemenway,
1984). In a series o f studies o f categories of"concrete objects"

Hierarchies Among Trait Concepts
One function o f trait concepts is to classify, describe, and
summarize a person's observable behaviors and internal experiences (e.g., Buss & Craik, 1983; Hampshire, 1953; Wiggins,
1974). When trait concepts are viewed as categories of behaviors and experiences, the breadth o f a trait category can be
defined as the number o f distinct behaviors it subsumes
(Hampson et al., 1986). Relatively broad traits include in their
reference a large number o f distinct behaviors, whereas relatively narrow traits refer to a more limited range o f behavioral
instances. For example, kindness (broad) can be expressed toward many different people in a multitude of different ways,
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whereas charitableness (narrow) refers to a more circumscribed
number o f behaviors (nonreciprocal giving) performed with a
smaller class o f people, namely those in need (John, 1986).
Highly reliable differences among traits in mean categorybreadth ratings have been found in a large set o f trait adjectives
representative o f abridged English dictionaries (Hampson,
Goldberg, & John, 1987).
Although the levels o f object hierarchies are typically so clear
that formal procedures are seldom used, there is a standard
class-inclusion test for noun categories (e.g., "a dog is a kind of
animal" is meaningful, whereas "an animal is a kind o f dog" is
not). However, for other syntactic categories (in which the hierarchical structures are less obvious), this test does not apply
(Gross, Fischer, & Miller, 1989), and different measures o f class
inclusion are needed. To identify sets o f hierarchically nested
traits, Hampson et al. (1986) developed alternative tests o f class
inclusion for verbs and adjectives; these are shown in Figure 1,
along with some examples o f the resulting hierarchies.
Using a representative sample o f personality-trait adjectives,
Hampson et al. (I 986) grouped traits into subsets, each of which
referred to the same aspect o f personality. Then three traits
were selected within each subset: the one with the highest
breadth value (e.g., talented), the one with the lowest breadth
value (e.g, musical), and a third for which the breadth value was
substantially lower than that o f the broadest one but also substantially higher than that o f the narrowest one (e.g., artistic).
The hypothesized class-inclusion relations among the terms
within each o f these potential three-level hierarchies were then
verified in a series o f empirical studies. Hampson et al. (1986)
showed that the class-inclusion effects they found could not be
explained by other factors, such as social desirability, familiarity, and meaningfulness} The trait hierarchies used in the present studies were those that elicited the highest consensus in the
class-inclusion tests. 2
In subsequent studies, we have been able to verify an even
more inclusive level for 14 o f the original three-level hierarchies.
For example, subjects view goodas a superordinate in the hierarchy charitable, generous, kind (e.g., "to be kind is a way o f being
good" is judged as meaningful, whereas "to be good is a way o f
being kind" is not). Conversely, bad is viewed as a superordinate
in the hierarchy stingy, selfish, unkind (e.g., "to be unkind is a
way o f being bad" is judged as meaningful, whereas "to be bad
is a way o f being unkind" is not). For the average o f these 14
four-level hierarchies, the trait at the fourth level was judged to
be more inclusive than the trait at the third level by over 85% of
a sample o f students at the University o f Califorrfia at Berkeley, a
proportion that is virtually identical to that verifying the classinclusion relations between the lower level adjacent trait pairs
in these same hierarchies. The 14 four-level hierarchies are
listed in the Appendix.
L o c a t i n g t h e Basic Level
In principle, the basic level represents the optimal resolution
o f the bandwidth-fidelity trade-off: It is the most inclusive
(broadest) level within a hierarchy at which the categories are
still quite informative (Rosch et al., 1976). In their studies,
Rosch et al. investigated the relative informativeness o f categories at different levels in terms o f the number o f attributes (such
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as shape and other observable features) shared by members o f
the category. In general, informativeness is negatively related to
bandwidth; the most informative concepts are at the most subordinate levels. However, if there is a basic-level category in a
hierarchy, the function relating informativeness to bandwidth
will show a distinct elbow, in which the drop in informativeness
from one level to the next broader one is particularly pronounced. Such a distinct drop in informativeness should differentiate the category at the basic level from a superordinate category, as displayed in the hypothetical data presented in Figure
2. For example, in the hierarchy silver maple, maple, tree, plant
Rosch et al. found such an elbow between tree and plant, thus
indicating a disproportionate loss in informativeness when
moving from the basic (tree) to the superordinate (plant) levels.
Does such a nonlinear relation between bandwidth and informativeness also hold for trait hierarchies? The relative informativeness o f a trait category can be conceptualized as the degree to which it is descriptive o f behaviors or experiences. 3 An
One reviewer argued that traits are organized in partonomies (e.g.,a
handle is a part of a hammer) and therefore cannot be organized in
hierarchies (e.g.,a hammer is a kind of tool). We disagree. First, Hampson, John, and Goldberg's (1986) class-inclusion findings between
broad and narrow traits were replicated in a study that used noun
forms and the traditional "is a kind of" test (e.g.,crattiness [narrow ] is a
kind of intelligence [broad ]; punctuality [narrow ] is a kind of reliability
[broad]), suggesting that for adjectives our "is a way of being" test is
properly interpreted as an index of class inclusion (Sparks, 1989). Second, in the same study, Sparks included an "is a part of" test to measure partonomic relations and found (a) that it elicited fewer and less
pronounced asymmetries and (b) that the asymmetries that were obtained were not consistently related to broad-narrow differences. For
example, subjects agreed that punctuality is a part of reliability (i.e.,
narrow is a part of broad) but also that intelligence is a part of craftiness (i.e., broad is a part of narrow). Trait categories are like mental-activity categories (e.g., thinking, reasoning), which can be structured
both by hierarchical and by partonomic relations (see Rips & Conrad,
1989, for an extensive discussion), whereas object categories are related
either hierarchically or as parts (see B. Tversky & Hemenway, 1984).
2 Hampson, John, and Goldherg's (1986) findings did not suggest
that all traits are organized hierarchically; class-inclusion relations
among traits are less strict than those among object nouns. Similarly,
hierarchies of mental-activitycategories (Rips & Conrad, 1989), event
categories (Rifkin, 1985), and personality-typenouns (Cantor & Mischel, 1979) are less than perfect. Exceptions to strict class-inclusion
relations may exist even among the types of hierarchies studied by
Rosch (e.g., Hampton, 1982). The strict definition of a hierarchy, in
which each category is entirely included within one other category
(Rosch, Mervis, Gray, Johnson, & Boyes-Braem, 1976, p. 383), seems
inappropriate for many types of concepts; Hampson et al. (1986) therefore used the term hierarchyin the nonstrict sense, in which class inclusion can be fuzzy.
3 Most research on basic levels has focused on the attributesofcategories at different levels (e.g.,Cantor & Mischel, 1979; Cantor, Mischel, &
Schwartz, 1982; Rifkin, 1985; B. Tversky & Hemenway, 1983). However, attribute-listing tasks are problematic for several reasons (see
Rosch, 1978). For example, Rosch et al. (1976) had to use "judgeamended" attribute tallies because the unedited attribute lists did not
always make sense. Rifkin (1985) found that subjects frequently listed
category labels when asked to generate attributes of event categories.
Noting that no one has specified any constraints on what is to count as
an attribute, Medin (1989) concluded that "attribute listings provide a
biased sample of people's conceptual knowledge" (p. 1473).
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(c) Adlect~es

(b) vireo

(a) Nouns

"1"o(verb1) Is a way to (verb~)"

"A (noun, ) is s kind of (noun=)"

"To be (adl~'live:) Is a way ol being (adlecUve~)"

Figure1. Class-inclusiontests for categories lexicalizedas nouns, verbs, and adjectives, with some example
hierarchies (the arrows indicate the three class-inclusion relations in each hierarchy).

elbow indicating a basic level in a trait hierarchy would occur at
a level in which a further increase in bandwidth would lead to a
disproportionately large drop in descriptiveness. The aim o f
our first study was to establish whether such an elbow occurred
in trait hierarchies, thus providing an empirical means of locating the basic level.

S t u d y 1: T h e D e s c r i p t i v e n e s s o f Traits at Different Levels
In general, we predicted a negative relation between hierarchical level and descriptiveness: Traits at the lowest hierarchical
level, such as charitable and punctual, should be relatively descriptive, and as bandwidth increases, descriptiveness should
decrease. Indeed, the terms at the highest level in our hierarchies, such as good, bad, nice, and dislikable, seem to refer to
behaviors that have only one common attribute--namely, their
evaluation as either desirable or undesirable. In order to deter-

mine the descriptiveness and evaluativeness o f the traits at each
hierarchical level, we asked subjects to rate them on each o f
these two dimensions.

Method
Subjects. To ensure that the task would be meaningful to our subjects, we used verbally sophisticated college-educated adults. All subjects were paid volunteers, primarily graduate students in psychology
or professionals in a research organization. Of the 51 subjects who
completed both sets of ratings, the four least consensual were excluded
from the analyses, leaving a total sample of 47.
~aits at four hierarchical levels. The 54 traits included in the 14
four-tiered hierarchies were embedded in a set of 78 terms. The terms
were administered in one quasi-random order, with the constraint that
terms with the same root (e.g., tactful and tactless) did not occur adjacently.
Procedures. Subjects rated all 78 terms on both descriptiveness and
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Figure 2. Hypothetical relation between category informativeness and hierarchical level.
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evaluativeness; the order of the two tasks was counterbalanced across
subjects. Subjects were given extensive written instructions, which
read, in part, as follows:
Personality-descriptive words can be viewed as having two
aspects to their meanings: Behavioral (or descriptive) aspects and
evaluative (desirable vs. undesirable) aspects.
Words that are primarily descriptive imply quite a specific set of
behaviors or experiences. In contrast, words that are primarily
evaluative specify that a person's behavior is desirable or undesirable but indicate very little (or nothing at all) about the particular
behaviors that give rise to this evaluation. That is, we can contrast
words like wonderful, average, and terrible on the one hand with
words like outspoken and forgetful on the other. The words in the
first set heavilyemphasize evaluation (with very little direct behavioral implications), whereas the words in the second set are much
more behavioral.
Most words include both evaluativeand descriptive aspects, but
the blend of the two differs from word to word. Some words may
be high on both aspects; others may be low on both aspects; some
words may be high on one aspect and low on the other.
Subjects made their judgments on seven-step rating scales; the descriptiveness scale ranged from not at all descriptive of behavior and
experience to extremely descriptive of behavior and experience; the evaluativeness scale ranged from not at all evaluative to extremely evalua-

tive.
Results a n d Discussion
The mean ratings were highly reliable, with coefficient alpha
values of.97 for descriptiveness and .98 for evaluativeness. As
predicted, the correlation between the mean ratings o f descriptiveness and evaluativeness was negative (r = -.80); at the individual level, the mean within-subject correlation between the
two sets o f ratings was - . 5 1 (SD = .22).
Descriptiveness at four hierarchical levels. Overall, the most
descriptive o f the 78 terms were silent, talkative, punctual, unpunctual and jumpy, all o f which are at the lowest level o f our
trait hierarchies. The least descriptive terms were good, inferior,
bad, superior, dislikable, and nice, all from the broadest level in
the four-tiered hierarchies. The mean descriptiveness ratings at
each o f the four levels are presented in Figure 3, separately for
the desirable and the undesirable hierarchies. The values in that
figure were averaged across the 12 unique terms at the fourth
(broades0 level and across the 14 unique terms at each o f the
other three levels. To test the effect o f hierarchical level, these
means were subjected to a two-factorial analysis o f variance
(ANOVA), with level and desirability (desirable vs. undesirable)
as within-subject factors. The main effect o f level was significant, F(3, 138) = 142.2, p < .001; simple pairwise comparisons
showed that all four levels were significantly different from each
other (all ps < .01), even when desirable and undesirable terms
were analyzed separately.4 That is, each o f the four levels was
sufficiently distinct to elicit different judgments o f descriptiveness.
Identifying the basic level. Across the 54 terms in the
four-tiered hierarchies, the correlation between the mean
descriptiveness ratings and hierarchical level, scored from I
(lowes0 to 4 (highes0, was -.72. However, the monotonic function relating descriptiveness to level, which is displayed in Figure 3, shows a clear sign o f nonlinearity. In particular, there was
a steep drop in descriptiveness from the third to the fourth
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levels, for both desirable and undesirable terms, suggesting that
the basic level is the third (i.e., the upper middle) level.
To test this hypothesis, we compared the decrease in descriptiveness from the third to the fourth level with the decrease
from the second to the third level, as well as with the decrease
from the first to the second level. The difference between the
third and the fourth levels was 1.3 (almost two times the standard deviation), which was significantly larger than either o f the
other two differences ¢33 and .48, each less than halfa standard
deviation), t(46) = 6.9 and 7.2 (both ps < .001). When the main
effect o f level was decomposed into linear and quadratic trends,
the quadratic effect was significant even when desirable and
undesirable terms were analyzed separately, F(I, 138) = 26.9
and 7.7, respectively (both ps < .01).
These analyses suggest that the optimal resolution o f the
bandwidth-fidelity trade-off, thus the basic level, is at the third
level o f these trait hierarchies. By implication, the fourth level is
the superordinate, which is broader than the basic level but also
considerably less informative. Conversely, both o f the two levels
below the basic one achieve only small gains in informativeness
as compared with their losses in bandwidth. Although both
levels are subordinate to the basic level, we found that they
differed from each other in descriptiveness; therefore, we reserve the term subordinate for the lowest level and use middle to
refer to the second-lowest level, thus emphasizing the fact that
there are middle levels that do not have the characteristics o f
the basic level.
Superordinate versus basic terms. At the superordinate level
o f these hierarchies, behavior is represented so abstractly that
there remains little more than one feature, the general evaluation o f the behavior to which the term refers. This appraisal o f
the superordinate terms seems to be shared by personality psychologists as well; few (if any) of them would consider any o f the
superordinate terms personality traits. For example, Norman
(1967) classified 8 o f the 12 terms (good, bad, nice, dislikable,
exceptional, superior, inferior, and competent) as evaluative
terms, defined as "terms which convey almost exclusively some
degree o f social or personal approval or disapproval" (Norman,
1967, p. I l) and defined the other four terms (strong, weak,
incapable, and ineffective) as "ambiguous, vague, and tenuously
or obliquely metaphorical terms" (Norman, 1967, p. 12). Both
sets o f terms have been excluded from most personality taxonomies (for a review, see Angleitner, Ostendorf, & John, 1990) for
the same reason that they appeared as superordinate concepts
in the present study: They contain so little descriptive meaning
that they are o f little use for personality description. In other
words, the category trait as conceived by personality psychologists includes only those concepts that are viewed by our subjects as relatively descriptive and that we have here designated
as the basic, middle, and subordinate levels.
Our findings suggest a parallel to the basic level among oh4 There were small but statistically significant effects of trait desirability, because the negations included in the hierarchies were more
often undesirable than desirable. We found that negations (e.g.,unmusical) were judged as less descriptive than either their root (e.g.,musical)
or other undesirable terms (e.g., stingy). That is, descriptiveness was
not related to desirabilityper se; instead, we found that the presence of
a characteristic was judged more informative than was its absence.
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Figure 3. Mean descriptiveness ratings for terms at each of four hierarchical levels.

jeet categories: Traits at the basic level represent the most inclusive level of abstraction at which personality concepts still have
behavior-descriptive meaning. This structural advantage of basic traits should have important implications for social cognition. Specifically, concepts at the basic level "should generally
be the most useful level of classification" (Rosch et al, 1976, p.
435). In the following three experiments, we tested this prediction for basic-level traits. Are these traits more useful for personality descriptions than those at any of the other hierarchical
levels?
D e t e r m i n a n t s o f Preferences for Hierarchical Levels
The existence of a basic level in trait hierarchies has important implications for the processing of information about people's behaviors and experiences. As Rosch (1978) concluded,
"The basic level of abstraction is that level that is appropriate
for using, thinking about, or naming an object in most situations in which the object occurs" (p. 43). In the trait domain, the
basic level should be the one that subjects use most frequently
when they describe the personalities (i.e, the behaviors and
experiences) of other people and of themselves. We therefore
examined the extent to which traits at different levels are used
in personality descriptions. In Studies 2 and 3, we studied subjeers' preferences when they selected among traits at different
levels. In Study 4, we examined the effect of category level on
the spontaneous accessibility of traits in freely generated personality descriptions.
The major hypothesis in these studies was that subjects
would show a general preference for basic-level traits. However,
wedid not expect the level used in akty one descriptive task or
context to be invariant; the basic-l~vel advantage is only one
determinant of level choice. Indeed, Rosch (1978) stressed that
"it is predetermined that there will be context effects for both

the level of abstraction at which an object is considered and for
which items are named, learned, listed, or expected in a category" (p. 42). In particular, Rosch emphasized that the particular level used depends jointly on the characteristics of the perceiver and the context. For example, a customer in a furniture
store about to buy a chair thinks and speaks about chairs at a
level more narrow than the basic-level category of chair. In
addition to the effect of basic level, we therefore examined the
effects of several contextual factors on subjects' use of different
hierarchical levels in personality descriptions.

Familiarity and Expertise
Although deemed of considerable theoretical importance,
empirical studies of perceiver and context effects on level use
have been quite rare, even in research on concrete objects. Differential expertise is one of the factors that has recently been
shown to affect the level of categorization that is used. Specificalls Tanaka and Taylor (in press) showed that greater expertise
could increase the use of narrower categories, both in an identification task and in a naming task. Similarly, the specific knowledge one has about another person is a type of expertise, and an
increase in such expertise resulting from greater familiarity
with the person may increase the use of narrow over broad
categories. In other words, greater familiarity may permit a
more differentiated description of the target person's behavior
and experiences.
The effects of familiarity on trait descriptions include demonstrations that subjects use more traits to describe friends than
strangers (Fiske & Cox, 1979) and that they use traits more
frequently as they get to know someone (Hampson, 1983; Park,
1986). In the context of stereotyping, Rothbart and John (1985)
suggested that unfamiliar people are most likely to be described with relatively broad and undifferentiated categories
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because familiarity is necessary before more descriptive concepts can be used. We tested this prediction in our studies.

Target Likability and Trait Evaluation
The bandwidth-fidelity trade-off suggests that people will
prefer the broadest concepts that are still informative. However,
what will happen when people describe undesirable behaviors
o f a person whom they like? The positivity bias in person perception (e.g., Sears, 1983) suggests that in general, subjects will
use desirable traits, particularly for targets they like. However,
when subjects are faced with describing either socially undesirable behaviors o f a person they like or socially desirable behaviors o f a person they dislike, inconsistency (or imbalance)
should result (Festinger, 1957; Heider, 1958). We are here proposing a new mechanism for reducing such inconsistency: Subjects may shift to a narrower trait level because the use o f
narrow terms limits and makes more circumscribed the range
o f behaviors that are inconsistent with their overall liking o f the
target. To test whether the level subjects preferred depended on
the interaction of the likability o f the target and the desirability
o f the trait, we obtained descriptions o f targets eliciting different affective reactions in the subjects, including themselves as
well as others whom they liked or disliked.
S t u d y 2: P r e f e r e n c e s for Traits at S u b o r d i n a t e ,
M i d d l e , a n d Basic Levels
In a pilot study, we developed a multiple-choice format for
assessing level preferences, presenting both a desirable and an
undesirable trait at each o f two different levels o f abstraction.
For example, the subordinate traits charitable and stingy plus
the basic-level traits kind and unkind formed the four response
options o f one such "quadruplet" item. For each item, subjects
chose the trait they considered most characteristic o f the target
person. Subjects had little difficulty with this task, and they
consistently tended to select one o f the basic-level traits in the
quadruplet. In subsequent studies, we included three hierarchical levels; because the studies using these "sextuplet" items
replicated the findings from the initial quadruplet study, only
the studies using the sextuplet response format are reported
here.
In Study 2, we compared subjects' use of basic, middle, and
subordinate traits in the sextuplet task, thus testing whether
subjects preferred the broader bandwidth o f the basic-level
traits when their choice was restricted to the three lower, relatively descriptive levels. In Study 3, we included the superordinate level and omitted the middle level in the sextuplets, thus
investigating preferences among the superordinate, basic, and
subordinate levels. In both studies, we also tested the predicted
context effects by varying the familiarity and likability o f the
targets being described.

Method
Subjects. A total of 92 undergraduate students volunteered to participate in exchange for extra course credits.
Hierarchicalitems. Subjects' level preferences were assessed across
10 trait sextuplets, 7 of which were constructed from the 14 hierarchies
in the Appendix. Each of the sextuplets consisted of a subordinate,
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middle, and basic-level term for both desirable (e.g.,charitable, generous, kind) and undesirable (e.g.,stingy, selfish, unkind) traits. To avoid
any systematic association between order of presentation and either
hierarchical level or desirability, the order of the six types of traits was
randomized across the sextuplets. For each sextuplet, the subject's task
was to indicate the trait most characteristic of the target.
Target persons. To examine the generality of the basic-level effect
across a wide range of target people, we obtained descriptions of eight
different targets. Four of these were used to manipulate familiarityand
liking in a 2 x 2 ANOVA design. For the unfamiliar and liked target,
subjects were instructed to think of someone whom they had seen in
only one type of situation, with whom they bad not spent much time,
and whom they liked. Analogously, subjects were instructed to think of
and then describe someone familiar and liked (i.e., a close friend), as
well as someone unfamiliar and disliked and someone familiar and
disliked. After each description, subjects indicated (a) how much time
they had spent with this person, (b) in how many different types of
situations they had seen this person, and (e) how much they liked this
person; analyses of these data confirmed that our manipulations had
been successful.
In addition to describing the four persons that varied systematically
in familiarity and liking, subjects described themselves (included to
examine possible self/other differences), the ideal person (to mark the
upper boundary of liking), and two stimulus persons constructed by
the experimenters, thus controlling the particular behaviors the subjects described. Information about the behavior of these two stimulus
persons was presented as extracts from their diaries. After reading each
diary, subjects were instructed to write a free personalitydescription of
the person who had written the diary and then to further describe that
person using each of the sextuplet items. One diary was entitled "Jane";
and the other was entitled "Barry." Both diaries described typical
events in an undergraduate's day, referring to classes, friends, eating,
and drinking, in addition to the writer's feelings and aspirations. No
personality traits were included.
Procedure. Each subject described four targets. Descriptions of
Jane and Barry (from the diaries), the self, and the familiar liked other
were obtained from 47 subjects; the remaining four targets were described by 45 subjects. The four target descriptions were counterbalanced.

Results
Basic-level preferences. Subjects generally preferred the basic level. The proportions o f subjects selecting each level for
each of the targets are presented in Table 1, averaged across the
hierarchies included in the seven sextuplets. Across the eight
targets, the basic level was selected more than half o f the time;
indeed, it was the most preferred level for each o f the eight
targets and for each o f the seven sextuplets. We contrasted the
number o f basic-level selections with the middle-level selections and with the subordinate selections, using dependentsample t tests for each target (df= 46 or 44 depending on the
target); the significance levels are indicated by superscripts in
the third column o f Table 1. Table I also shows that the middle
level was selected almost twice as frequently as the subordinate
level and was preferred over the subordinate level for each of the
eight targets. That is, subjects' level preferences followed a monotonic function, which was replicated for each o f the eight targets.
Correlational analyses across the 42 terms. Table 2 contains
the correlations between the selection proportions for each trait
and its hierarchical level, social desirability, and evaluative ex-
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Table 1

the squared deviation o f the trait's social-desirabilityvalue from
the neutral point on the rating scale. These correlations are also
listed for each target in Table 2. For the two disliked targets and
for Barry, the correlations between preference and desirability
were actually negative, whereas they were positive for all o f the
other targets. Evaluative extremity showed strong positive
correlations with selection percentages for some o f the targets.
That is, the more evaluatively extreme (either positive or negative) a trait, the more likely was it to be selected for these targets.
To ensure that the basic-level preference was not affected by
any covariation o f hierarchical level with evaluative extremity
(r = .41) and desirability (r = .03), we computed partial correlations removing the effects o f both variables. These partial
correlations, shown in the second column o f Table 2, averaged
.47 (as compared with the mean zero-order correlation of.43),
indicating that the general preference for basic traits over middle traits and middle traits over subordinate traits held for all
targets and that it was just as strong when the linear and curvilinear effects o f desirability were held constant.
Effects of context manipulations. The effects o f familiarity
and o f target likability and trait desirability were tested in a
three-factorial 2 × 2 × 2 ANOVA design; target familiarity (familiar vs. unfamiliar) and liking (liked vs. disliked) were between-subjects factors, and trait desirability (desirable vs. undesirable) was a within-subject factor. As our predictions involved
changes in the preference for the broadest available level ineluded in the sextuplet (i.e., the use o f relatively more narrow
levels), the dependent variable was the number o f basic-level
selections, averaged across the seven sextuplet items.
Contrary to prediction, the basic-level preference was not
affected by the manipulation o f familiarity, F(I, 178) < 1; as
shown in Table 1, familiar and unfamiliar targets did not differ
significantly in basic-level selection proportions. In contrast,
both target likability, F(I, 178) = 7.3, p < .01, and the desirability of the traits selected, F(I, 178) = 38.3, p < .001, produced
significant main effects on the number o f basic-level selections.
Liked targets elicited more basic-level traits than did disliked
targets. Undesirable characteristics were somewhat less likely

Preferences for the Basic, Middle, and Subordinate Levels:
Proportion of Subjects Selecting Each Level
Across 7 Trait Sextuplets
Level
Target
Experimental target persons
Familiar liked
Familiar disliked
Unfamiliar liked
Unfamiliar disliked
Additional target persons
Self
Ideal
Jane's diary
Barry's diary
M

Subordinate

Middle

Basic

17
25
12
23

33
26
32
33

50"b
49*b
56"b
44°

13
6
19
24

35
25
40
26

52•b
69Ib
42 °
50~b

18

31

51ab

Note. The descriptions of Self, Familiar liked other, Barry's diary, and
Jane's diary were obtained from 47 subjects, and the descriptions of the
other 4 targets from 45 subjects.
• Basic and subordinate levels were significantly different (p <
.01). b Basic and middle levels were significantly different (p < .01).

tremity, computed across the 42 terms included in the seven
sextuplets. The monotonic effect o f level, evident already in the
mean selection proportions presented in Table 1, was further
confirmed by the significant positive correlations between the
selection proportions and hierarchical level for each o f the eight
targets, with a mean o f .43. Clearly, the association between
level and use is positive and approximately linear, suggesting
that when subjects can choose between subordinate, middle,
and basic levels the bandwidth advantage o f each successive
level is more important in determining use than the associated
loss in informativeness.
We also correlated the selection proportions with the desirability o f the traits, using the mean ratings reported by Hampson et al. (1987), and with their evaluative extremity, defined as

Table 2

Correlations Between Trait-Selection Proportions and Hierarchical Level, Social Desirability,
and Evaluative Extremity Across 42 Trait Terms Included in 7 Sextuplets
Level
Target

r

Partial"

Desirability

Extremity

Ideal person
Unfamiliar liked
Self
Close friend
Jane's diary
Barry's diary
Unfamiliar disliked
Familiar disliked

.49
.45
.43
.49
.37
.33
.41
.38

.55
.54
.49
.52
.32
.36
.50
.43

.66
.71
.63
.59
.22
-.49
-.48

.40
.38
.29
.35
.26
.10
.05

-.59

.13

.43

.47

.17

.25

M

Note. Correlations larger than .30 differ significantly from zero (p < .05).
"Holding constant the effects of both social desirability and evaluative extremity.
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to be described in basic-level terms, suggesting a leniency ef-

fect.
These main effects, however, were moderated by the much
stronger interaction of likability and desirability, F(1, 178) =
165.5, p < .001, which is displayed in Figure 4. That figure
includes the selection proportions that were elicited by the two
(familiar and unfamiliar) liked and the two disliked targets,
separately for desirable and undesirable trait selections. All values in this and subsequent figures are conditional proportions:
the proportion of subjects selecting a trait at a particular level,
given their initial selection of a desirable (or an undesirable)
trait.
The crossover interaction at the basic level supports our prediction that evaluatively inconsistent descriptions are more
likely to be made at lower hierarchical levels. In particular,
when subjects selected desirable traits, disliked targets elicited
fewer basic-level traits than liked targets, t(180) --- 10.6, p < .001.
When subjects selected undesirable traits, however, liked targets elicited fewer basic-level traits than disliked targets,
t(180) = -10.5, p < .001. In other words, the two evaluatively
inconsistent combinations of target liking and trait desirability
(i.e., undesirable traits for liked targets and desirable traits for
disliked targets) elicited lower proportions of traits at the basic
level. Indeed, for one of these two combinations (undesirable
traits for liked targets), the middle level (42%) was preferred over
the basic one (32%). That is, we have identified one condition in
which characteristics of the context reduced the basic-level advantage sufficiently to lead to a downward shitt in preference to
the next lowest level.

Discussion
In the average three-tiered hierarchy, the modal preference
was at the basic level, with a selection ratio of roughly 50%
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versus 30% versus 20% for basic, middle, and subordinate levels. The basic-level preference held for each of the seven sextuplet items and was replicated for each of the eight diverse targets
included in this study. Descriptions of the self and ideal did not
differ from descriptions of liked others, and the basic-level preference was also found when all subjects described the same
targets (Jane and Barry) on the basis of specific behavioral information.
Variations in target familiarity had little systematic effect on
subjects' preference for the basic level. One explanation for our
failure to obtain the predicted familiarity effect is that the three
levels studied so far may not differ sufficiently in descriptiveness to reflect any differences due to familiarity., Indeed, the
nondescriptive terms at the superordinate level, such as nice
and dislikable, may be the ones that are used to describe people
with whom one is relatively unfamiliar; only later, after one has
become more familiar with the individual, would these superordinate descriptors be replaced by ones at lower, more descriptive levels.
On the other hand, variations in target likability and trait
desirability changed the size of the basic-level preference. The
joint effects of target likability and trait desirability suggest that
inconsistency (or imbalance) can be resolved by adjusting the
level at which a person's behavior is described; the lowest percentage of basic-level selections occurred for the two evaluatively inconsistent combinations. That is, persons whom we
like (including ourselves) may be unpunctual, but only rarely
irresponsible; people whom we dislike may be charitable, but
only rarely kind. If the percentage of selections below the basic
level is taken to reflect the strength oftbe imbalance, our findings would imply that imbalance is greater when describing an
undesirable characteristic of a liked person than when describing a desirable characteristic of a disliked person. In general,
however, the findings suggest that when basic-level traits are
paired with traits from the two more subordinate levels, (a)
there is a consistent preference for the basic level and (b) this
preference can be weakened by variations in context but is not
generally shifted to another level.
The most crucial test of the basic-level hypothesis (and of
context effects) involves comparisons that include both subordinate and superordinate concepts. Would subjects continue to
prefer traits at the basic level, or would they choose the even
broader, superordinate concepts? One purpose of the third
study was to test these two possibilities. We also tested the
familiarity hypothesis, now examining the use ofsuperordinate
terms for familiar and unfamiliar targets. Finally, an analysis of
superordinate-level usage provides another test of our hypothesis that evaluatively inconsistent trait-target combinations will
elicit relatively narrower trait selections.
Study 3: Preferences for Basic a n d Superordinate Levels

20

I
Undesirable

I
Desirable

Desirability of Trait Selected

Figure4. The proportion of basic-level traits selected as a function
of trait desirability and target likability: Study 2.

The primary goal of this study was to test whether subjects
continue to prefer traits at the basic level, even if they can
choose terms at the broader superordinate level. To test this
hypothesis, we constructed a second set of sextuplet items, now
contrasting subordinate, basic, and superordinate traits; the basic-level traits thus occupied the middle position. Because some
of the superordinates (i.e, good, bad) are hypernyms for several
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of our three-tiered hierarchies, whereas others (e.g., nice, dislikable) are alternative hypernyms for some o f the same hierarchies, we used a mixed within- a n d between-subjects design, so
that subjects would not encounter the same stimulus more than
once. Again, each subject described several targets, so as to
permit the manipulation of familiarity a n d likability.

Method
Subjects. A total ofl 17 undergraduates who were enrolled in introductory psychology classes volunteered to participate.
Hierarchical items. Each sextuplet consisted of a desirable and an
undesirable subordinate (e.g., charitable, stingy), basic (e.g., kind, unkind), and superordinate (e.g., good, bad) term. The order of presentation of the terms was counterbalanced across the sextuplets, so that
subordinate, basic, and superordinate terms appeared equally frequently in each of the six positions in the sextuplets.
In all, nine sextuplets were constructed from the hierarchies listed in
the Appendix. To ensure that each subject would respond only once to
any one term, each subject was administered only five of the sextuplets.
Included within each set of five sextuplets were (a) the three sextuplets
that had only one possible pair of terms at the superordinate level and
(b) two of the six sextuplets that included good and bad, nice and dislikable, or competent and ineffective as superordinates. In four of the five
sets, good and bad were included at the superordinate level of one
sextuplet; in the fifth set, goodand badwere not used at all. The order
of the sextuplets was counterbalanced across the five sets. Roughly one
fifth of the subjects responded to each of the five sets.
Targets. As in Study 2, four targets were used to represent the combinations of two levels of familiarity (familiar or unfamiliar) and two
levels of liking (liked or disliked). The order of these four targets was
counterbalanced within a Latin-square design, so that each type of
target appeared once in each position in the four different orders. As
the last target, subjects also described themselves.
Procedure. Subjects were randomly assigned to use one of the five
sets of sextuplet items and to one of the four orders of target persons.

Results
Preliminary analyses showed that neither the particular set o f
sextuplets subjects used for their descriptions n o r the particular
order of the target descriptions had any systematic effect o n the
findings, a n d therefore the data were collapsed across these
control conditions.
Basic-level preferences. The proportions of subjects selecting each level for each o f the five targets are presented in Table 3, averaged across the five sextuplets administered to each
Table 3

Preferences for the Basic, Superordinate, and Subordinate
Levels." Proportion of Subjects Selecting Each Level
Averaged Across 5 Trait Sextuplets
Level
Target

Subordinate

Basic

Superordinate

Self
Familiar liked
Familiar disliked
Unfamiliar liked
Unfamiliar disliked

17
16
25
14
24

62=~
58"~
48•b
54"b
46=b

21
26
27
33
30

19

54•b

27

M

Note. N = 117.
• Basic and subordinate levels were significantly different (p < .001).
b Basic and superordinate levels were significantlydifferent (p < .001).
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Figure 5. The proportion ofsuperordinate terms selected as a function
of trait desirability and target likability: Study 3.

subject. Across the five targets, the basic level was selected more
than half o f the time, and it was the most preferred level for
each target. Moreover, the s u p e r o r d i n a t e level was selected
more frequently than the subordinate level; this preference held
for each o f the five targets. The n u m b e r of basic-level selections
were contrasted with those at the superordinate a n d the subordinate levels using two dependent-sample t tests for each target
(df = 116); the resulting significance levels (p < .001) are indicated in Table 3.
Effects of context manipulations. The effects of familiarity,
and of target likability and trait desirability, were tested in a
three-factorial 2 × 2 × 2 ANOVA design; target familiarity (familiar vs. unfamiliar), liking (liked vs. disliked), and trait desirability (desirable vs. undesirable) were all within-subject factors.
The dependent variable was the n u m b e r ofsuperordinate selections by each subject for the four relevant targets, averaged
across the five sextuplets. The m a n i p u l a t i o n o f familiarity
showed the predicted effect on the superordinate-level selections, F(l, 112) = 5.4, p < .05; none o f the interactions involving
familiarity were significant. As shown in Table 3, unfamiliar
targets were described more frequently at the superordinate
level t h a n were familiar targets. The m o s t familiar target,
namely the self, elicited the fewest superordinate selections.
There was no m a i n effect o f target likability, F(I, 112) < 1.
However, the n u m b e r o f superordinate-level selections was affected by the desirability of the traits selected, F(I, 112) = 47.9,
p < .001. Replicating the leniency effect from Study 2, we found
that undesirable characteristics were less likely to be described
with superordinate terms. However, this m a i n effect was again
moderated by the much stronger interaction o f likability a n d
desirability, F(l, 112) = 225.1, p < .00 l, which is displayed in
Figure 5. That figure includes the selection proportions that
were elicited by the two (familiar and unfamiliar) liked a n d the
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two disliked targets, given the subjects' initial selection of a
desirable (or an undesirable) trait.
The crossover interaction at the superordinate level replicates
our earlier finding that evaluatively inconsistent descriptions
are more likely to be made at lower hierarchical levels. In particular, when subjects selected desirable traits, they used fewer
superordinate terms to describe disliked than liked targets, dependent-sample t(116) = 11.8, p < .001. When subjects selected
undesirable traits, however, they chose fewer superordinate
traits for liked than for disliked targets, t(l 16) = - 12.4, p < .001.
Further analyses showed that the basic level was preferred for
each of the four combinations, although as in Study 2 the basiclevel preference was weakest for the combination of undesirable traits with liked targets. Finally, the self-descriptions followed the same pattern as descriptions of the other liked targets.

Discussion
When subjects can select from subordinate, basic, and superordinate levels, the basic-level preference is replicated, with a
selection ratio of roughly 55% versus 25% versus 20% for basic,
superordinate, and subordinate levels. Again, the effect was replicated for all of the targets, equally for self-descriptions as for
descriptions of others.
With respect to context effects, both familiarity and the liking-desirability interaction influenced subjects' level preferences. Although the superordinate level was never preferred
over the basic level, it was used most often for unfamiliar others
(rather than familiar others and the self) and when liking and
trait desirability were consistent (rather than inconsistent).
Again, the results suggest that imbalance is greater when describing an undesirable characteristic of oneself or a liked other
than when describing a desirable characteristic of a disliked
person. In contrast to Study 2, however, the basic-level preference held across all context conditions, and there was no shift in
the preferred level.
Initially, we had expected that increasing familiarity with the
target would lead subjects to select more traits at the subordinate levels, on the assumption that familiarity is one form of
expertise. In Study 2, we found no differences in the use of the
subordinate, middle, and basic levels as a function of familiarity. In Study 3, however, we did find that subjects used more
superordinate terms for unfamiliar others, although the familiarity effect was much weaker than the likability effects. The
difference between Studies 2 and 3 suggests that increased
knowledge about another person may not necessarily result in
the preferential use of lower level categories (e.g., Murphy &
Wright, 1984). Instead, familiarity seems to allow one to abandon the extremely broad traits at the superordinate level (Rothbart & John, 1985) and use traits from any of the lower and
more descriptive levels, particularly the basic level.
Taken together, the findings from Studies 2 and 3 demonstrate convergent evidence of a clear preference for the basic
level in personality descriptions. However, it is important to
discover whether these findings generalize to more naturalistic
conditions. In particular, our forced-choice methodology might
have served to constrain subjects' responses by limiting them to
a single choice for each sextuplet. Therefore, our final study
examined the traits generated in unstructured personality de-
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scriptions, in which subjects are free to describe the target using
traits of their own choice, thus allowing terms at each of the four
levels to emerge in the same study.
Study 4: Level Preferences i n Free D e s c r i p t i o n s
Free descriptions of target persons are often used to assess
the accessibility of trait concepts in memory (e.g., Higgins,
King, & Mavin, 1982). The accessibility of a concept depends,
in part, on its use in the past (e.g., Srull & Wyer, 1989); the more
frequently a concept has been used, the more accessible it is in
memory. As the last two studies showed, basic-level traits are
more frequently used in personality descriptions; consequently,
they should be more accessible than traits at any of the other
levels. Thus, whereas the trait-selection task used in Studies 2
and 3 assesses the level that subjects find most useful when
forced to choose from several offered them, the traits generated
in free descriptions should reflect the "natural" accessibility of
traits at different levels.

Method
Subjects and target persons. The subjects were undergraduates who
volunteered to participate; some of them received extra course credit
for their participation. One sample of 324 subjects described a person
with whom they were familiar enough to provide a personality description. These subjects described either a liked (n = 130), disliked (n =
123), or neutral (n = 71) target. Another sample of 148 subjects described themselves.
Personality descriptions of Jane and Barry on the basis of their diaries were available from two samples. The first consisted of the subjects
who had participated in Study 2, in which they had been asked to
provide free descriptions of both Jane and Barry prior to their trait
selections. A second sample of subjects provided free descriptions of
either Jane or Barry, again followed by one of the trait-selection tasks.
In all, there were 115 descriptions of Jane and 116 of Barry.
Procedures. The subjects who described a familiar target were instructed to "describe the personality of someone you know quite well?'
They were told to select a real person whom they knew personally,such
as a peer, family member, co-worker, or teacher. Subjects were instructed to describe the personality of the target person in their own
words. It was let~ to the subjects to decide what the term personality
meant, and our interest in traits was not mentioned in the instructions.
Subjects were randomly assigned to one of three targets: a person they
liked very much, a person about whom they felt neutral or indifferent,
or a person they disliked. The subjects who provided self-descriptions
were instructed to focus on their own personality, "on what makes you
different from other individuals?' All of these subjects were given l0
min to complete their description.
The diaries, ostensibly written by Jane and Barry, have already been
described. Subjects were told to read the diary carefully and to form an
impression of the writer's personality. They were given 5 rain to "write
a few sentences describing your general impression of Jane's (Barry's)
personality." These descriptions were considerably shorter and contained fewer traits (about 2.5 items for the average description) than
those of the other four targets (about 4.5 items).
Results
Subjects' trait responses were extracted from their free descriptions. Most of these were expressed in adjectival form. A
few responses (about 5% of the total) were expressed as nouns,
adverbs, and verbs; these were scored, if possible, in their corre-
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sponding adjectival form. To compare the level preferences in
the free descriptions directly with those obtained in the
previous forced-choice tasks, we examined the frequency with
which each of the 54 unique terms included in the 14 four-tiered
hierarchies was generated. For each target, the proportion of
subjects generating any of the terms at each level was calculated
and then transformed into relative proportions of terms at the
subordinate, middle, basic, and superordinate levels. These relative proportions are presented in Table 4, separately for each of
the six targets.
As can be seen in Table 4, there was a strong basic-level
preference, thus replicating our earlier findings. Overall, and
for each o f the six targets, basic-level traits were generated far
more frequently than those at any other level. Middle-level and
superordinate-level traits were generated about equally frequently, and both were generated more frequently than subordinate ones. The frequencies with which traits at each of the four
levels were generated for each target were compared in a 4
(levels) × 6 (targets) ANOVA, using the 54 terms as the observations. The main effect of level was significant, F(3, 50) = 6.2,
p < .001, whereas neither the main effect of target nor the interaction was significant. As predicted, basic-level terms were
generated more frequently than were superordinate, t(24) =
-2.4, p < .05, middle, t(26) -- 2.4, p < .05, and subordinate,
t(26) = 3.2, p < .01, terms.
To compare these findings with those from the forced-choice
trait selections, we scored the frequencies with which each of
the 42 terms in Study 2 (ie., the subordinate, middle, and basic
levels of the 14 hierarchies) were generated and transformed
them into relative proportions within each sextuplet, so as to
make the metrics o f the two studies directly comparable. These
proportions were 3:26:71 for subordinate-, middle-, and basiclevel traits, respectively, in the free descriptions, which were
considerably more extreme than the 18:31:51 proportions elicited by the forced-choice selection task used in Study 2. For the
terms used in Study 3, the analogous values were 3:80:17 for
subordinate-, basic-, and superordinate-level terms, respectively, which were again far more extreme than the 19:54:27
proportions elicited in the selection task. That is, when level
preferences were indexed by the relative accessibility of traits at

different levels, the preference for traits at the basic level was
much more pronounced.
The increased size of the level effect is also apparent in the
correlations between the trait-generation proportions and the
three hierarchical levels (subordinate, middle, and basic) represented by the 42 traits used in Study 2. As in that study (see
Table 2), the correlations with hierarchical level were positive
and significant for each of the targets and remained virtually
unchanged when the effects of desirability and extremity were
controlled; however, the mean correlation (averaged across the
six targets) was .51, as compared with .43 in Study 2.
We also examined the possibility that subjects begin their
descriptions with relatively broad traits but then switch to
narrow ones to provide more detail. In the sample of 418 subjects who used at least three traits in their descriptions, we
scored the category-breadth values of these terms from Hampson et al's (1987) norms. For the three targets that were the most
liked (liked person, self, and Jane), subjects showed a (nonsignificant) tendency to generate somewhat narrower traits later in
their descriptions; for the other targets, however, there was no
such effect. In an additional analysis of the use ofsuperordinate
terms, we found that in those few cases where subjects did use
superordinates, they tended to use them early in their descriptions rather than later. This was particularly the case for the
superordinate term nice, which was generated twice as often as
the first trait than in any other position. In general, however, the
order in which the traits were generated did not produce any
systematic effects, suggesting that our initial preference findings can now be generalized to tasks permitting subjects to
choose several descriptors.

Discussion
These analyses of traits generated in free descriptions provide
an independent and powerful replication of our studies using
the forced-choice task. The basic-level preference was replicated even when subjects were not constrained to select one
term from a set presented to them but could choose terms from
all four levels in the same description. Whereas moslJindings

Table 4

Accessibility of Trait Levels in Free Descriptions: Proportion of the 54 Terms
That Were Generated at Each of Four Levels
Level
Target
Familiar others
Self
Liked
Neutral
Disliked
Diary-based descriptions
Jane
Barry
M

Subordinate

Middle

Basic"

Superordinate

3.3
0.8
0.0
4.9

19.6
18.6
17.3
23.3

62.0
63.7
55. l
50.3

! 5.2
16.9
27.6
21.5

4.7
0.0

7.0
7.1

88.4
91.2

0.0
1.7

2.3

15.5

68.4

13.8

• Level preferred by the majority of the subjects.
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ence function occurring at the same level as the elbow in the
descriptiveness function.
In an earlier article (Hampson et al., 1986), we were skeptical
about the feasibility o f identifying a basic level of personality
description. We noted two problems that might complicate
such attempts: (a) the apparent arbitrariness o f level assignments in trait hierarchies and (b) the ubiquity and potential
power of contextual factors in personality descriptions. The
present research directly addressed these problems. The identification of hierarchical levels was achieved by using descriptiveness ratings to locate the basic level on a structural basis (Study
1). The manipulation of contextual factors in the other three
studies turned out to attenuate, rather than shift, the preference
for basic-level traits. These findings reinforce a conclusion from
studies on object categories: The basic-level advantage may be
decreased by contextual factors, but it is rarely reversed
(Murphy & Wisniewski, 1989; Tanaka & Taylor, in press). Overall, then, our findings support Cantor and Kihlstrom's (1987)
intuition that "there is something naggingly right about the notion that a middle-level o f abstraction has special utility"
(p. 99).
Nevertheless, our findings demonstrate that subjects' preferences for basic-level traits vary as a function of the context and
the task. In particular, subjects were most likely to use superordinate terms when describing people with whom they were not
familiar and when describing characteristics that were consistent with their overall evaluation of the target. Indeed, the fewest superordinate terms were selected and generated in descriptions of the self, the most familiar and generally best liked
target. On the other hand, subjects were most likely to use

obtained in the two tasks were substantially the same, the basiclevel preference was considerably stronger in the free-description task than in the forced-choice one.
The difference in the use o f basic-level traits suggests that the
two tasks tap somewhat different processes, one involving the
descriptive utility of different trait levels and the other involving
their cognitive accessibility. Findings from the free-description
study suggest that traits at the basic level are by far the most
accessible. Moreover, even when we made all levels equally accessible by presenting them in the trait-selection task, we still
found that subjects preferred basic-level traits. This was so, we
can infer, because people find basic-level traits to be most useful. Ultimately, differential usefulness has to underlie both effects; because basic-level traits are more useful, they are used
more frequently, which over time makes them increasingly
more accessible.

G e n e r a l Discussion
The relation between hierarchical level and trait use is summarized in Figure 6, which provides a direct comparison of the
findings from Studies 2, 3, and 4. In all three studies, subjects
preferred basic-level traits over any o f the other levels, and middie-level traits were always preferred over subordinate ones.
However, in Studies 3 and 4 the additional bandwidth o f the
superordinate terms led to a marked decrease in their use. The
shape of this curvilinear relation between bandwidth and preference (Figure 6) mirrors closely the relation between handwidth and descriptiveness (Figure 3), with the peak in the prefer-
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terms below the basic level when describing characteristics inconsistent with their liking for the target, especially undesirable
characteristics o f liked targets including themselves.
In addition to familiarity and liking, the nature o f the task
provided evidence for a third context effect. The basic-level
preference was much more pronounced when subjects generated their own descriptors than when they were asked to select
from a set o f terms presented to them. Accessibility, we have
argued, reflects two advantages o f basic-level terms. The first is
their greater utility, as evidenced in the forced-choice task in
which the terms at all levels were made equally available. Their
second advantage is the cumulative effect on accessibility stemming from their greater use across a wide range o f contexts.
Obviously, trait concepts are used in contexts other than
those studied here, and it is possible that there are some in
which the basic-level advantage is further reduced or even reversed. 5 In all of our studies, the subjects were well-educated
adults with whom we communicated in written formats. Less
expert people, such as young children, may display a substantially greater preference for the superordinate level than did our
subjects. This may be particularly the case when such people
are describing others (rather than themselves) and when those
descriptions are spoken rather than written. The English language has many slang expressions that are extremely broad and
highly evaluative, and the major function o f these terms may be
to differentiate members o f one's in-group from others, especially in oral discourse. Consequently, one promising arena for
discovering preferences for the superordinate over the basic
level may be recordings o f spontaneous conversation in natural
settings, especially among younger and verbally unsophisticated people.
Rosch regarded her work on basic levels as"a study o f universal principles o f categorization" (Rosch et al., 1976, p. 434). In
this article, we showed how two principles derived from her
work apply to personality trait concepts. First, the optimal
trade-off between bandwidth and fidelity occurs at the most
inclusive level at which personality-trait concepts still have behavior-descriptive meaning. Second, this basic level is the most
useful one across a variety o f contexts; indeed, when a person
uses a trait term in a personality description, it is a good bet that
it will be a basic-level term.
5 Moreover, trait concepts, although central to personality perception and description, do not exhaust the ways in which personalitycan
be encoded. For example, people may shift levels by selecting other
types of concepts, such as stereotypes (Anderson & Klatzky, 1987),
personality nouns (Cantor & Mischel, 1979), or more specific and
contextualized descriptions of actions, goals, or situations (Cantor &
Kihlstrom, 1987; Hoffman, Mischel, & Mazze, 198 l; Wright & Mischd, 1988).
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Appendix
Terms at Each Level of the Trait Hierarchies
First level
(Subordinate)

Second level
(Middle)

Third level
(Basic)

Fourth levela
(Superordinate)

Charitable
Stingy

Generous
Selfish

Kind
Unkind

Good
Bad

Tactful
Tactless

Polite
Impolite

Considerate
Inconsiderate

Nice (good)
Dislikable (bad)

Punctual
Unpunctual

Dutiful
Careless

Responsible
Irresponsible

Good
Bad

Precise
Scatterbrained

Orderly
Not orderly

Organized
Disorganized

Competent (good)
Ineffective (bad)

Daring
Jumpy

Adventurous
Timid

Self-confident
Insecure

Strong
Weak

Musical
Unmusical

Artistic
Unartistic

Talented
Untalented

Exceptional
Incapable

Foresighted
Shortsighted

Perceptive
Imperceptive

Intelligent
Unintelligent

Superior
Inferior

a Although good and bad are included at the superordinate level in each of four hierarchies, they were
included only once in the analyses.
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